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Abstract

We show that mass transportation methods provide an elementary and powerful approach

to the study of certain functional inequalities with a geometric content, like sharp Sobolev or

Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities. The Euclidean structure of Rn plays no role in our

approach: we establish these inequalities, together with cases of equality, for an arbitrary

norm.

r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The goal of the present paper is to discuss a new approach for the study of certain
geometric functional inequalities, namely Sobolev and Gagliardo–Nirenberg
inequalities with sharp constants. More precisely, we wish to

(a) give a unified and elementary treatment of sharp Sobolev and Gagliardo–
Nirenberg inequalities (within a certain range of exponents);

(b) illustrate the efficiency of mass transportation techniques for the study of such
inequalities, and by this method reveal in a more explicit manner their
geometrical nature;
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(c) show that the treatment of these sharp Sobolev-type inequalities does not even
require the Euclidean structure of Rn; but can be performed for arbitrary norms
on Rn;

(d) exhibit a new duality for these problems;
(e) as a by-product of our method, determine all cases of equality in the sharp

Sobolev inequalities.

Before we go further and explain these various points, a little bit of notation and
background should be introduced. Whenever nX1 is an integer and pX1 is a real
number, define the Sobolev space

W 1;pðRnÞ ¼ f fALpðRnÞ; rfALpðRnÞg:

Here LpðRnÞ is the usual Lebesgue space of order p; and r stands for the gradient

operator, acting on the distribution space D0ðRnÞ: When pA½1; nÞ; define

p% ¼ np

n 
 p
: ð1Þ

Then the (critical) Sobolev embedding W 1;pðRnÞCLp%ðRnÞ asserts the existence of a

positive constant SnðpÞ such that for every fAW 1;pðRnÞ

jj f jj
Lp% p SnðpÞ

Z
Rn

jrf jp
� �1=p

; ð2Þ

where j � j denotes the standard Euclidean norm on Rn: For the great majority of
applications, it is not necessary to know more about the Sobolev embedding, apart
maybe from explicit bounds on SnðpÞ: However, in some circumstances one is
interested in the exact value of the smallest admissible constant SnðpÞ in (2). There
are usually two possible motivations for this: either because it provides some
geometrical insights (as we recall below, a sharp version of (2) when p ¼ 1 is
equivalent to the Euclidean isoperimetric inequality), or for the computation of the
ground-state energy in a physical model. Most often, the determination of SnðpÞ is in
fact not as important as the identification of extremal functions in (2).

Similar problems have been studied at length in the literature for very many
variants of (2): one example discussed by Del Pino and Dolbeault, which we also
consider here, is the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality:

jj f jjLr p Gnðp; r; sÞjjrf jjyLp jj f jj1
y
Ls ; ð3Þ

where nX2; pAð1; nÞ; sorpp%; and y ¼ yðn; p; r; sÞAð0; 1Þ is determined by scaling
invariance. Note that inequality (3) can be deduced from (2) with the help of
Hölder’s inequality.

The identification of the best constant SnðpÞ in (2) for p41 goes back to Aubin [2]
and Talenti [30]. The proofs by Aubin and Talenti rely on rather standard techniques
(symmetrization, solution of a particular one-dimensional problem). For p ¼ 1; it
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has been known for a very long time that (2) is equivalent to the classical Euclidean
isoperimetric inequality which asserts that, among Borel sets in Rn with given
volume, Euclidean balls have minimal surface area (see [28,29] for references about
this problem). Also the case p ¼ 2 is particular, due to its conformal invariance, as
exploited in Beckner [5]. In Lieb [21], this case was derived by (rather technical)
rearrangement arguments. Carlen and Loss have pointed out the crucial role of
‘‘competing symmetries’’ in this problem and used it to give a simpler proof [11],
reproduced in [22]. Recently, Lutwak et al. [23] and Zhang [32] combined the co-area
formula and a generalized version of the Petty projection inequality (related to the
new concept of affine Lp surface area) to obtain an affine version of the Sobolev
inequalities, which implies the Euclidean version (2).

Considerable effort has been spent recently on the problem of optimal Sobolev
inequalities on Riemannian manifolds, see the survey [17] and references therein. In
the present work however, we shall concentrate on the situation where the problem is
set on Rn: We do not know whether our methods would still be as efficient in a
Riemannian setting. Note however that nonsharp Sobolev Riemannian inequalities
can easily be derived by mass transportation techniques, as shown in [12].

For inequality (3), the computation of sharp constants Gnðp; r; sÞ is still an open
problem in general. Very recently, Del Pino and Dolbeault [15,16] made the
following breakthrough: they obtained sharp forms of (3) in the case of the one-
parameter family of exponents:

pðs 
 1Þ ¼ rðp 
 1Þ when r; s4p;

pðr 
 1Þ ¼ sðp 
 1Þ when r; sop:

(
ð4Þ

Inequality (2) is actually a limit case of (3) when r ¼ p% (in which case y ¼ 1). Note
that an Lp version of the usual logarithmic Sobolev inequality also arises as a limit
case of (3) when r ¼ s ¼ p (see [16]; the usual inequality would be p ¼ 2).

The proofs by Del Pino and Dolbeault for (3) rely on quite sophisticated results
from calculus of variations, including uniqueness results for nonnegative radially
symmetric solutions of certain nonlinear elliptic or p-Laplace equations. This work
by Del Pino and Dolbeault has been the starting point of our investigation. We shall
show in the present work how their results can be recovered (also in sharp form) by
completely different methods.

Unlike the above-mentioned approaches, our arguments do not rely on conformal
invariance or symmetrization, nor on Euler–Lagrange partial differential equations
for related variational problems. Instead, we shall use the tools of mass
transportation, which combine analysis and geometry in a very elegant way. Let
us briefly recall some relevant facts from the theory of mass transportation. If m and
n are two nonnegative Borel measures on Rn with same total mass (say 1), then a
Borel map T :Rn-Rn is said to push-forward (or transport) m onto n if, whenever B is
a Borel subset of Rn; one has

n½B ¼ m½T
1ðBÞ; ð5Þ
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or equivalently, for every nonnegative Borel function b :Rn-Rþ;Z
bðyÞ dnðyÞ ¼

Z
bðTðxÞÞ dmðxÞ: ð6Þ

The central ingredient in our proofs is the following result of Brenier [6], refined by
McCann [25]:

Theorem 1. If m and n are two probability measures on Rn and m is absolutely

continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, then there exists a convex function j
such that rj transports m onto n: Furthermore, rj is uniquely determined dm almost

everywhere.

Observe that j is differentiable almost everywhere on its domain since it is convex;
in particular, it is differentiable dm almost everywhere. The (monotone) map T ¼
rj will be referred to as the Brenier map. By construction, it is known to solve the
Monge–Kantorovich minimization problem with quadratic cost between m and n;
but here we shall not need this optimality property explicitly. See [31] for a review,
and discussion of existing proofs.

From now on, we assume that m and n are absolutely continuous, with respective
densities F and G: Then (6) takes the formZ

bðyÞGðyÞ dy ¼
Z

bðrjðxÞÞFðxÞ dx; ð7Þ

for every nonnegative Borel function b :Rn-Rþ: If j is of class C2; the change of
variables y ¼ rjðxÞ in (7) shows that j solves the Monge–Ampère equation

FðxÞ ¼ GðrjðxÞÞ det D2jðxÞ: ð8Þ

Here D2jðxÞ stands for the Hessian matrix of j at point x: Caffarelli’s deep
regularity theory [8–10] asserts the validity of (8) in classical sense when F and G are
Hölder-continuous and strictly positive on their respective supports and G has
convex support. In the present paper, we shall use a much simpler measure-
theoretical observation, due to McCann [26, Remark 4.5] which asserts the validity
of (8) in the FðxÞ dx almost everywhere sense, without further assumptions on F and

G beyond integrability. In Eq. (8), D2j should then be interpreted in Aleksandrov
sense, i.e. as the absolutely continuous part of the distributional Hessian of the

convex function j: Of course, D2j is only defined almost everywhere. An alternative,

equivalent way of defining D2j is to note (see [18]) that a convex function j admits
almost everywhere a second-order Taylor expansion

jðx þ hÞ ¼ jðxÞ þ rjðxÞ � h þ 1
2

D2jðxÞðhÞ � h þ oðjhj2Þ:

Where defined, the matrix D2j is symmetric and nonnegative, since j is convex.
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Mass transportation (or parameterization) techniques have been used in geometric
analysis for quite a time. They somehow appear in all known proofs of the Brunn–
Minkowski inequality,

jA þ Bj1=n
X jAj1=n þ jBj1=n; ð9Þ

where A;BCRn and j � j denotes the Lebesgue measure on Rn (see [19,29]). The
isoperimetric inequality easily follows from (9). An important source of inspiration
for us has been the direct mass transportation proof by Gromov [27, Appendix] of
the (functional) isoperimetric inequality, namely inequality (2) in the case p ¼ 1; we
shall recall his argument below. Closely related to our work is also the mass
transportation proof by McCann [26] of functional versions of (9) known as
Prékopa–Leindler and Borell–Brascamp–Lieb inequalities (see [19]). More recently,
Barthe has exploited all the power of Brenier’s theorem to prove deep Gaussian
inequalities (see [4] or the reviews [19,31, Chapter 6]). Our proof has many common
points with Barthe’s work, which is surprising since the inequalities under study here
and there look quite different. As far as tools and methods are concerned, the present
paper can be seen as the continuation of the very recent works [13,14]. Until recently,
it was believed that those techniques could not be adapted to general Sobolev-type
inequalities besides the p ¼ 1 case. Here we shall demonstrate that this guess was
wrong.

Among the main advantages of our proof, we note that it is extremely simple
(apart from nonessential technical subtleties linked to the lack of smoothness of the
Brenier map). In addition to the existence of the Brenier map, our proof makes use
of just two ingredients: the arithmetic–geometric inequality on one hand (domination
of the geometric mean by the arithmetic mean), and on the other hand the standard
Young inequality for convex conjugate functions, in the very particular case of
Eq. (10) below, or equivalently Hölder’s inequality (11).

Our proof avoids any compactness argument, and has the great merit to allow
room for quantitative versions, which are often important in problems coming from
physics: for instance, if a function is far enough from the optimizers in (2), how to
give a lower bound on how far the ratio jjrf jjLp=jj f jjLp% departs from the optimal

value SnðpÞ? Here we will not investigate such questions (to do so, it would be
desirable to have a more precise formulation of the problem), but it will be clear
from our arguments that their constructive nature makes them a plausible starting
point for such an investigation, at least when f is strictly positive on Rn:

Finally, our proof will cover non-Euclidean norms. It clearly shows that the
treatment of optimal Sobolev inequalities, and the resulting extremal functions, do
not depend on the Euclidean structure of Rn: As far as Sobolev inequalities are
concerned, such versions for arbitrary norms are not new. The p ¼ 1 case was
contained in Gromov’s treatment. For p41; the inequalities can be obtained by
using a symmetrization procedure and Aubin and Talenti’s argument; this was done
recently by Alvino et al. [1]. As mentioned, our approach is completely different since
we will not solve any variational problem and since our proof will be carried on Rn

till the end.
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As we just discussed, the only two ingredients which lie behind our proof of
Sobolev inequalities are the arithmetic–geometric inequality, and Hölder’s inequal-
ity. By tracing carefully cases of equality in these two inequalities, we shall manage to
identify all cases of equality in the Sobolev inequalities. Though this problem has
been solved in the case of the Euclidean norm, the result seems to be new in the case
of arbitrary norms; in [1] this problem was left open. And even in the Euclidean case,
we believe that our approach is simpler than the classical one based on sharp
rearrangement inequalities.

The plan of the paper is as follows. First, in the next section, we give a proof of
optimal Sobolev inequalities. Then, in Section 3, we shall give the adaptations which
enable to turn this proof into a proof of optimal Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities.
Even though we could have treated directly the general case of Gagliardo–Nirenberg
inequalities with general norms, we have chosen to present Sobolev inequalities
separately because they are popular and of independent interest. Finally, Section 4
contains some comments, and the identification of all minimizers in the Sobolev
inequalities.

2. Sharp Sobolev inequalities

Stating and proving our main results for general norms will be hardly any longer
than for Euclidean norms, so let us consider general norms from the beginning. Let
ðE; jj � jjÞ be an n-dimensional normed space, with dual space ðE�; jj � jj�Þ: Let l be an

invariant Haar measure on E (unique up to a multiplicative constant). We shall
prove a sharp version of the Sobolev inequality

Z
E

j f jp
%

dl
� �1=p%

p SE;lðpÞ
Z

E

jjdf jjp� dl
� �1=p

:

Here df : E-E� denotes the differential map of f : E-R:
For convenience and without loss of generality we assume that E ¼ ðRn; jj � jjÞ

where jj � jj is an arbitrary norm on Rn: Then the dual space is E� ¼ ðRn; jj � jj�Þ
where, for XAE�;

jjX jj� :¼ sup
jjY jjp1

X � Y

and X � Y :¼
P

XiYi: The duality can also be expressed through Young’s inequality

X � Y p
l
p

p
jjX jjp� þ

lq

q
jjY jjq ð10Þ

for l40: Here and throughout the paper q ¼ p=ðp 
 1Þ denotes the dual exponent of
p41 (we hope this notation will avoid confusions with p% defined in (1)). For
X :Rn-E� in Lp and Y :Rn-E in Lq; integration of (10) and optimization in l
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gives Hölder’s inequality in the form

Z
X � Y p

Z
jjX jjp�

� �1=p Z
jjY jjq

� �1=q

: ð11Þ

This inequality expresses the well-known fact that the dual space of LpðRn;EÞ
coincides with LqðRn;E�Þ:

The norm jj � jj is Lipschitz and therefore differentiable almost everywhere.
Whenever xARn

\f0g is a point of differentiability, the gradient of the norm at x is
the unique vector x� ¼ rðjj � jjÞðxÞ such that

jjx�jj� ¼ 1; x � x� ¼ jjxjj ¼ sup
jjyjj�¼1

x � y: ð12Þ

Of course, in the usual case of the Euclidean norm j � j; x� ¼ x=jxj:
For 1ppon; we define the function hp as follows:

hpðxÞ :¼
1

ðsp þ jjxjjqÞ
n
p

p

ðp41Þ;

h1ðxÞ :¼
1BðxÞ

jBj
n
1

n

;

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð13Þ

where sp40 is determined by the condition

jjhpjjLp% ¼ 1; ð14Þ

and B stands for the unit ball of ðRn; jj � jjÞ;

B :¼ fxARn; jjxjjp1g:

These functions will turn out to be extremal in the Sobolev inequalities. Of course,
this property is well-known in the Euclidean case ðjj � jj ¼ j � jÞ: for p41 it is due to
Aubin and Talenti and for p ¼ 1 it is the classical isoperimetric inequality. As
mentioned, the case of arbitrary norms was considered in [1].

The natural space to look for extremal functions in the Sobolev inequality is the
homogeneous Sobolev space

’W1;pðRnÞ :¼ f fALp%ðRnÞ; rfALpðRnÞg:

This space coincides with the space of functions f whose distributional gradient lies
in Lp and verifying that jfjf jXagj is finite for every a40: It is homogeneous in the
same sense inequality (2) is homogeneous under the rescaling f/fl � f ð�=lÞ: This
space is better adapted to the study of inequality (2) than W 1;p; indeed, for p41;

extremal functions will always exist in ’W1;pðRnÞ but will not belong to W 1;pðRnÞ
when pX

ffiffiffi
n

p
:
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If fA ’W1;pðRnÞ; it is natural to consider the dual norm of the rf : Thus, we define

jjrf jjLp :¼
Z

jjrf jjp�
� �1=p

: ð15Þ

For notational reasons, we will separate the case p ¼ 1 from the rest. Let us start
with p41:

Theorem 2. Let pAð1; nÞ and q ¼ p=ðp 
 1Þ: Whenever fA ’W1;pðRnÞ and gALp�ðRnÞ
are two functions with jj f jj

Lp% ¼ jjgjj
Lp% ; then

R
jgjp

%ð1
1=nÞ

ð
R
jjyjjqjgðyÞjp% dyÞ1=q

p
pðn 
 1Þ
nðn 
 pÞ jjrf jjLp ð16Þ

with equality if f ¼ g ¼ hp:

As immediate consequences we have

(i) The duality principle

sup
jjgjj

Lp%
¼1

R
jgjp

%ð1
1=nÞ

ð
R
jjyjjqjgðyÞjp% dyÞ1=q

¼ pðn 
 1Þ
nðn 
 pÞ inf

jj f jj
Lp%

¼1
jjrf jjLp ð17Þ

with hp extremal in both variational problems;

(ii) The sharp Sobolev inequality: if fa0 lies in ’W1;pðRnÞ; then

jjrf jjLp

jj f jj
Lp%

X jjrhpjjLp : ð18Þ

The variant for p ¼ 1 of (18), for general norms, can be found in Gromov [27,
Appendix]. Below we shall shortly reproduce his argument, with minor modifications
which will make it look just like the proof of Theorem 2 above. Extremal functions

for p ¼ 1 do not exist in W 1;1ðRnÞ; and should rather be searched for in the space of
functions with bounded variation.

Theorem 3 (Isoperimetry). If fa0 is a smooth compactly supported function, then

jjrf jjL1

jj f jjLn=ðn
1Þ
X njBj

1
n:

This inequality extends to functions with bounded variation, with equality if f ¼ h1:

Remark. (1) Inequality (16) is interesting only when
R
jjyjjqjgðyÞjp

%

dyoþN; in

which case (16) forces g to belong to Lp%ð1
1=nÞðRnÞ:
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(2) The crucial property of hp here is that, for almost every x; there is equality in

Young’s inequality (10) when X ¼ 
rhpðxÞ; Y ¼ h
p%=q
p ðxÞx and

l ¼ lp :¼ n 
 p

p 
 1

� �1=q

: ð19Þ

Indeed, after a few computations and using (12), we are led to the straightforward
equality

n 
 p

p 
 1

� �
jjxjjq

ðsp þ jjxjjqÞn ¼ 1

plp
p

n 
 p

p 
 1

� �p jjxjjq

ðsp þ jjxjjqÞn þ
lq

p

q

jjxjjq

ðsp þ jjxjjqÞn:

As a consequence (or by a direct computation), the same choice of X and Y gives an
equality in Hölder’s inequality (11):



Z

rhpðxÞ � ½hp%=q
p ðxÞx dx ¼ jjrhpjjLp

Z
jjxjjqhp%

p ðxÞ dx

� �1=q

: ð20Þ

Let us now give the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. First of all, it is well-known that whenever fA ’W1;pðRnÞ; then
rj f j ¼ 7rf almost everywhere, so f and j f j have equal Sobolev norms. Thus,
without loss of generality, we may assume that f and g are nonnegative and, by
homogeneity, satisfy jj f jj

Lp% ¼ jjgjj
Lp% ¼ 1: Moreover, we shall prove (16) only in

the special case when f and g are smooth functions with compact support; the
general case will follow by density.

Introduce the two probability densities

FðxÞ ¼ f p%ðxÞ; GðyÞ ¼ gp%ðyÞ

on Rn; let rj the Brenier map which transports FðxÞ dx onto GðyÞ dy: In a first step,
we shall establish that

Z
G1
1

n p
1

n

Z
F1
1

nDj; ð21Þ

where DjðxÞ :¼ tr D2jðxÞ appears as the absolutely continuous part of the
distributional Laplacian.

As explained in the introduction (8), we have, for FðxÞ dx almost every xARn;

FðxÞ ¼ GðrjðxÞÞ det D2jðxÞ: ð22Þ
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Therefore, for FðxÞ dx almost every x;

G
1=nðrjðxÞÞ ¼F
1=nðxÞðdet D2jðxÞÞ1=n

p F
1=nðxÞ DjðxÞ
n

; ð23Þ

where we used the arithmetic–geometric inequality. By integrating inequality (23)
with respect to FðxÞ dx; we findZ

G
1=nðrjðxÞÞ FðxÞ dx p
1

n

Z
FðxÞ1


1
nðxÞDjðxÞ dx:

The proof of (21) is completed by using the definition of mass transport (7).
Here we shall go a little bit into nonessential technical subtleties. In the inequality

(21), Dj ¼ tr D2j is to be understood in the almost everywhere sense. It is well-
known that Dj can be bounded above by DD0j; which denotes the distributional
Laplacian of j; viewed as a nonnegative measure on the set where j is finite (see for
instance [18, pp. 236–242] or [13]). On the other hand, since f and g are compactly
supported, we know that rj is bounded on suppð f Þ; the support of f ; since
rjðsuppð f ÞÞCsuppðgÞ (see [31, Theorem 2.12]). Extending j if necessary outside of
the support of f ; we can assume that the support of f lies within an open set where j
is finite, and then we can apply the integration by parts formula

1

n

Z
F1
1

nDjp
1

n

Z
F 1
1

nDD0j ¼ 
1

n

Z
rðF 1
1

nÞ � rj: ð24Þ

Back to our original notations F ¼ f p% and G ¼ gp%; we have just shown, combining
(21) and (24), that

Z
gp%ð1
1=nÞp
 pðn 
 1Þ

nðn 
 pÞ

Z
f

nðp
1Þ
n
p rf � rj ¼ 
pðn 
 1Þ

nðn 
 pÞ

Z
f p%=qrf � rj: ð25Þ

We now apply our second crucial tool: Hölder’s inequality (11) with the choice

X ¼ 
rf and Y ¼ f p%=qrj: This gives



Z

f p%=qrf � rjp jjrf jjLp

Z
f p% jjrjjjq

� �1=q

: ð26Þ

But, by definition of mass transport (7),
R

f p% jjrjjjq ¼
R
jjyjjqgp%ðyÞ dy: Therefore,

the combination of (25) and (26) concludes the proof of inequality (16).
Let us now choose f ¼ g ¼ hp; and check that equality holds at all the steps of the

proof, and therefore in (16). Of course this function is not compactly supported, but
in this particular case the Brenier map reduces to the identity map rjðxÞ ¼ x; and
all the steps can be checked explicitly. Indeed rjðxÞ ¼ x leads to an equality in (21)
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and in (24) (via integration by parts). Then Eq. (20) ensures the equality in (26). This
ends the proof of Theorem 2. &

Remark. Following the terminology of McCann [26], inequality (21) can be
rephrased by saying that the functional

r/

Z

rðxÞ1

1
n dx

is displacement convex. This fact is well-known to specialists, and rests on the

concavity of the map M/ðdet MÞ1=n; defined on the set of nonnegative symmetric
matrices; see in particular [31, Section 5.2].

Proof of Theorem 3. Gromov’s original proof [27] relied on the Knothe map [20], but
the proof also works with the Brenier map as it was pointed out to us some time ago
by Michael Schmuckenschläger.

Without loss of generality, we prove the theorem only when f is a nonnegative
function, such that jj f jjLn=ðn
1Þ ¼ 1: We introduce the Brenier map rj which pushes

forward FðxÞ dx ¼ f n=ðn
1ÞðxÞ dx onto GðyÞ dy ¼ h
n=ðn
1Þ
1 ðyÞ dy: Reasoning as in the

proof of Theorem 2, we write, after (21),

jBj1=n p
1

n

Z
fDjp 
 1

n

Z
rf � rj:

The justification of the integration by parts goes as in (24). By definition of h1; for
almost every x in the support of f ; rjðxÞAB: In particular 
rf � rjpjjrf jj�; and
thus

njBj
1
n p

Z
jjrf jj� ¼ jjrf jjL1 : ð27Þ

By a standard approximation argument, one can express this inequality in terms of
an isoperimetric inequality: whenever A is some closed (say) subset of Rn; we have

mþð@AÞX njBj
1
njAj

n
1
n ; ð28Þ

where mþ stands for the surface measure with respect to the metric jj � jj (not
necessarily Euclidean),

mþð@AÞ :¼ lim inf
e-0

jA þ eBj 
 jAj
e

:

Note that A þ eB is the e-neighborhood of A with respect to the metric jj � jj: Now,
there is equality in (28) when A is an affine image of B: So this inequality has to be
sharp, and so has to be (27). &

We conclude this section with a few remarks about the way we have proven and
stated our results.
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Remark. (1) A classical way to attack the problem of optimal constants for Sobolev
inequalities is to look at the Euler–Lagrange equation and to identify its solutions.
Here, on the contrary, we have established that hp is an optimizer without

establishing any Euler–Lagrange equation. Neither did we use the co-area formula
or a rearrangement procedure.

(2) The best constant S̃nðpÞ :¼ jjrhpjj
1
Lp in the sharp Sobolev inequality (18) can

easily be expressed as a function of jBj since hp is radially symmetric with respect to

the norm jj � jj: In particular, we have

S̃nðpÞ ¼
jBn

2j
jBj

� �1=n

SnðpÞ;

where Bn
2 is the standard Euclidean ball and SnðpÞ is the best constant in the

Euclidean Sobolev inequality (2). We stress however that the extremal function hp

depends on jj � jj and not just on jBj:
(3) If we exploit the left-hand side maximization in (17), we immediately obtain,

after setting h ¼ gp%; the following sharp inequality: there exists a constant CnðpÞ40

such that for every hAL1;

Z
jhj1
1=n p CnðpÞ

Z
jjyjjqjhðyÞj dy

� �1=q Z
jhj

� �1=p%

with equality if hðyÞ ¼ hp%

p ðyÞ ¼ ðsp þ jjyjjqÞ
n: It would be interesting to understand

why this inequality appears as a dual of the Sobolev inequality.
(4) The right-hand side of (16) is invariant under dilations and translations (for

fixed Lp% norm), whereas the left-hand side is only invariant under dilations. If we

define VarqðGÞ :¼ infy0

R
jjy 
 y0jjqGðyÞ dy; then inequality (16) can obviously be

replaced by the following dilation–translation invariant version: for jj f jj
Lp% ¼

jjgjj
Lp% ¼ 1;

R
jgjp

%ð1
1=nÞ

Varqðjgjp
%Þ1=q

p
pðn 
 1Þ
nðn 
 pÞ jjrf jjLp ð29Þ

with equality if f ¼ g ¼ hp:

(5) What happens if in the proof of Theorem 2, in Eq. (26), we use, instead of
Hölder’s inequality (11), the simpler Young inequality (10) ? In view of the remark
before (19), we obtain the following (equivalent) form of the theorem: whenever

fA ’W1;pðRnÞ and gALpðRnÞ are two functions with jj f jj
Lp% ¼ jjgjj

Lp% ¼ 1; then, for all

l40;

nðn 
 pÞ
pðn 
 1Þ

Z
jgjp

%ð1
1=nÞ 
 lq

q

Z
jjyjjqjgðyÞjp

%

dy p
1

plp

Z
jjrf jjp� ð30Þ
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with equality if f ¼ g ¼ hp and l ¼ lp (19). As a consequence we have the duality

principle

sup
jjgjj

Lp%
¼1

nðn 
 pÞ
pðn 
 1Þ

Z
jgjp

%ð1
1=nÞ 

lq

p

q

Z
jjyjjqjgðyÞjp

%

dy

� 
¼ 1

plp
p

inf
jj f jj

Lp%
¼1

Z
jjrf jjp�;

with hp extremal in both variational problems.

This formulation was our original one. Clearly, the duality seems to be expressed
in a much more satisfactory way in (16) than in (30). Furthermore, the extremal
function hp appears more naturally via (16), and one need not choose l ¼ lp in a

seemingly arbitrary manner. On the other hand, (30) has the advantage to separate
the integrals in an additive way, and this form will appear more convenient to deal
with more sophisticated integral expressions, as we shall see in the next section.

3. Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities

In this section, we give a treatment of some Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities in
sharp form. As we explained in the introduction, the results in the Euclidean case
were recently obtained, with a different method, by Del Pino and Dolbeault (the case
p ¼ 2 is treated in [15] and the general case in [16]). Here again, we shall consider an
arbitrary norm jj � jj on Rn:

Let us introduce a new family of functions, which will turn out to be optimal in a
more general family of inequalities: for aX0; we define

ha;pðxÞ :¼ ðsa;p þ ða
 1ÞjjxjjqÞ
1

1
a
þ :

As before we write q ¼ p=ðp 
 1Þ; and sa;p40 is chosen in such a way as to turn hap
a;p

into a probability density. Note that for ao1; ha;p has compact support, while for

a41 it is positive everywhere, decaying polynomially at infinity. The Lp norm of the
gradient is again considered in the sense of (15). We stress that the statement will
include LrðRnÞ-spaces with rAð0; 1Þ; for which jj � jjLr is no longer a norm. We shall

prove

Theorem 4. Let nX2; pAð1; nÞ and aAð0; n
n
p

; aa1: Let f and g be such that jj f jjLap ¼
jjgjjLap ¼ 1: Then, for all m40;

ap

ða
 1Þðap 
 ða
 1ÞÞ

Z
jgjaðp
1Þþ1 
 mq

q

Z
jjyjjqjgðyÞjap

dy

p
1

pmp

Z
jjrf jjp� þ

ap 
 nða
 1Þ
ða
 1Þðap 
 ða
 1ÞÞ

Z
j f jaðp
1Þþ1: ð31Þ

Moreover, when

m ¼ mp :¼ q1=q; ð32Þ
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then

(i) equality holds in (31) when f ¼ g ¼ ha;p; in particular, one has the duality principle

sup
jjgjjLap¼1

ap

ða
 1Þðap 
 ða
 1ÞÞ

Z
jgjaðp
1Þþ1 


mq
p

q

Z
jjyjjqjgðyÞjap

dy

� 

¼ inf
jj f jjLap¼1

1

pmp
p

Z
jjrf jjp� þ

ap 
 nða
 1Þ
ða
 1Þðap 
 ða
 1ÞÞ

Z
j f jaðp
1Þþ1

� 
ð33Þ

and ha;p is extremal in both variational problems;

(ii) as a corollary, whenever fa0 lies in ’W1;pðRnÞ; then

for a41;

jjrf jjyLp jj f jj1
y
Laðp
1Þþ1

jj f jjLap

X jjrha;pjjyLp jjha;pjj1
y
Laðp
1Þþ1 ; ð34Þ

where

y ¼ nða
 1Þ
aðnp 
 ðap þ 1
 aÞðn 
 pÞÞ ¼

p%ða
 1Þ
apðp% 
 ap þ a
 1Þ;

for ao1;

jjrf jjyLp jj f jj1
y
Lap

jj f jjLaðp
1Þþ1

X
jjrha;pjjyLp

jjha;pjjLaðp
1Þþ1

; ð35Þ

where

y ¼ nð1
 aÞ
ðap þ 1
 aÞðn 
 aðn 
 pÞÞ ¼

p%ð1
 aÞ
ðp% 
 apÞðap þ 1
 aÞ:

Remark. (1) Note that when ao1; the terms in (31) not containing m are
nonpositive; while they are all nonnegative when a41: This change of sign
corresponds to a change of the sign of 1
 g in (36) below.

(2) Theorem 4 includes Theorem 2 (in the form (30)) as a particular case, namely
when a ¼ n=ðn 
 pÞ; in which case y ¼ 1: In the interesting limit a-1; the function

ha;p would look like e
jjxjjq ; and the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality would reduce to

an Lp analogue of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (see [16] for the Euclidean
case). It was pointed out to us by Michel Ledoux that when a-0; inequality (35)
reduces to the following Faber–Krahn-type sharp inequality: for every compactly

supported fA ’W1;pðRnÞ; and every pAð1; nÞ;

jj f jj1pCjsuppð f Þj1
1=p% jjrf jjLp

for some numerical constant C40; where suppð f Þ stands for the support of f ;
moreover, equality holds when f is of the form

ðs
 jjxjjqÞþ:
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(3) Theorem 4 yields exactly the same one-parameter family (4) of Gagliardo–
Nirenberg inequalities as the one obtained in [15,16] (for the Euclidean norm). This
may seem surprising, since the methods here and there are completely different. This
one-parameter family may however have a particular geometrical meaning, as
suggested by a tensorization argument due to Bakry [3]. Combining sharp Sobolev

inequalities in Rn � Rk ¼ Rnþk with a clever tensorization argument, he was able to
recover again the same family of sharp Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities in Rn:

Proof of Theorem 4. The proof will follow the same scheme as in the previous
section. The basic inequality replacing (21) will be the following: whenever gX1

1=n; ga1;

1

1
 g

Z
Ggp

1
 nð1
 gÞ
1
 g

Z
F g þ

Z
F gDj: ð36Þ

Inequality (21) corresponds to the case g ¼ 1
 1=n: Here and as in the proof of
Theorem 2, F and G denote two probability densities, and rj is the Brenier map
pushing FðxÞdx forward to GðyÞ dy: In [31, Chapter 5], inequality (36) is shown to be
an immediate consequence of the displacement convexity (in the terminology of
McCann [26]) of the functional

r/
1

1
 g

Z
rgðxÞdx: ð37Þ

Again, for the sake of completeness we shall give a short proof which does not rely
explicitly on this concept. It proceeds exactly in the same way that we followed to
prove (21). From the Monge–Ampère equation (8) we deduce that for FðxÞ dx

almost every xARn we have

Gg
1ðrjðxÞÞ ¼ F g
1ðxÞðdet D2jðxÞÞ1
g: ð38Þ

The function M/ðdet MÞk is concave (resp. convex) on the set of nonnegative
symmetric n � n matrices when kA½0; 1=n (resp. ko0). In other words, the function

M/
1

1
 g
ðdet MÞ1
g

is concave on the set of nonnegative symmetric n � n matrices whenever gX1
 1=n:
(The case g ¼ 1; not needed here, is defined in the limit as the log-concavity of the
determinant and can be used for proving logarithmic Sobolev inequalities [13]).
Thus, for a nonnegative symmetric matrix M; we have

ð1
 gÞ
1ðdet MÞ1
g ¼ð1
 gÞ
1ðdet ðI þ ðM 
 IÞÞÞ1
g

p ð1
 gÞ
1 þ trðM 
 IÞ

¼ ð1
 gÞ
1ð1
 nð1
 gÞÞ þ trðMÞ:
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We then deduce from (38) that

1

1
 g
Gg
1ðrjðxÞÞp 1
 nð1
 gÞ

1
 g
F g
1ðxÞ þ F g
1ðxÞDjðxÞ:

Integrating this inequality with respect to FðxÞdx and using the definition of mass
transport (7), we conclude to (36).

Now let us go on with the proof of (31). Define

g :¼ aðp 
 1Þ þ 1

ap
¼ 1
 a
 1

ap

and note that gX1
 1=n precisely when aAð0; n=ðn 
 pÞ: Reasoning exactly
as in Theorem 2, we deduce from (36) that whenever F and G are two smooth,
compactly supported probability densities and rj is the corresponding Brenier
map, then

ap

a
 1

Z
Gg p

ap 
 nða
 1Þ
a
 1

Z
F g 


Z
rF g � rj: ð39Þ

Choosing F ¼ f ap and G ¼ gap in this inequality, we obtain

ap

a
 1

Z
gaðp
1Þþ1p

ap 
 nða
 1Þ
a
 1

Z
f aðp
1Þþ1 
 ðaðp 
 1Þ þ 1Þ

Z
f aðp
1Þ rf � rj:

Next we apply Young’s inequality (10) with X ¼ 
rf ðxÞ and Y ¼
f aðp
1ÞðxÞ rjðxÞ; to find

ap

ða
 1Þðap 
 ða
 1ÞÞ

Z
gaðp
1Þþ1 p

ap 
 nða
 1Þ
ða
 1Þðap 
 ða
 1ÞÞ

Z
f aðp
1Þþ1

þ 1

pmp

Z
jjrf jjp� þ

mq

q

Z
f apjjrjjjq:

To conclude the proof of (31), it suffices to apply the identity (7) to the last
integral.

We now turn to the proof of part (i) of Theorem 4. Just as in Theorem 2, it is a
direct consequence of the observation that if we set f ¼ g ¼ ha;p; and thusrjðxÞ ¼ x;

in the previous proof, then all the steps can be computed explicitly and lead to
equalities. The crucial point here, which ensures a pointwise equality in Young’s
inequality (10) is that, for almost all xARn;


rha;pðxÞ � ½haðp
1Þ
a;p ðxÞx ¼ 1

pmp
p
jjrha;pðxÞjjp� þ

mq
p

q
jjhaðp
1Þ

a;p ðxÞxjjq:
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Indeed, after a little bit of computation, this identity reduces to the straightforward
equality

q
jjxjjq

ðsa;p þ ða
 1ÞjjxjjqÞ
ap
a
1

¼ qp

pmp
p

jjxjjq

ðsa;p þ ða
 1ÞjjxjjqÞ
ap
a
1

þ
mq

p

q

jjxjjq

ðsa;p þ ða
 1ÞjjxjjqÞ
ap
a
1

:

Finally, let us prove part (ii) of Theorem 4. To show that part (i) of the theorem
implies part (ii), we use a scaling argument, more or less standard in problems of this
kind. Assume for instance a41; and let us see how to establish (34). From part (i) we
have the inequality, when jj f jjLap ¼ 1;

1

pmp
p

Z
jjrf jjp� þ

ap 
 nða
 1Þ
ða
 1Þðap 
 ða
 1ÞÞ

Z
j f jaðp
1Þþ1

X C :¼ ap

ða
 1Þðap 
 ða
 1ÞÞ

Z
jha;pjaðp
1Þþ1 


mq
p

q

Z
jjyjjqjha;pðyÞjap

dy

� 
; ð40Þ

with equality when f ¼ ha;p: Thus, for every fA ’W1;pðRnÞ;

jj f jjaðp
1Þþ1

Laðp
1Þþ1

jj f jjaðp
1Þþ1
Lap

þ C1
jjrf jjLp

jj f jjpLap

XC2; ð41Þ

where C1 and C2 are positive constants. Here we do not write down the precise values
of C1 and C2; anyway this is not necessary, to carry on the argument till the end it will
be sufficient to know that ha;p is optimal in this inequality.

Next, we apply (41) with f replaced by fl ¼ f ð�=lÞ ðl40Þ: We find

l
nða
1Þ

ap
jj f jjaðp
1Þþ1

Laðp
1Þþ1

jj f jjaðp
1Þþ1
Lap

þ C1l
aðn
pÞ
n

a
jjrf jjLp

jj f jjpLap

XC2; ð42Þ

and we can now optimize with respect to l40; to recover

jj f jjLap p Cjjrf jjyLp jj f jj1
y
Laðp
1Þþ1 ;

with equality when f ¼ ðha;pÞl; with the optimal choice of l: As expected, y is

determined by scaling invariance. The same scaling invariance guarantees that there
is also equality when f ¼ ha;p; which is the content of (34).

The case ao1 is obtained exactly in the same way. This concludes the proof of
Theorem 4. &
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4. Further remarks and equality cases

The mass transportation method appears to be extremely efficient in the treatment
of sharp Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities, as illustrated by the short length and
simplicity of the proofs above. Among the other advantages of our method, we note
that it provides a common framework to all the family of Sobolev inequalities,
making the link with isoperimetric estimates clearer. It also emphasizes a strong
connection between the Brunn–Minkowski inequality (9) (and more generally
convex geometry) and sharp Sobolev inequalities. Finally, we should mention that
the use of the Brenier map is not compulsory: we could as well have worked with the
Knothe map [20].

Certainly, one of the most irritating open problems remaining in the field, is the
fact that we do not understand how to get sharp inequalities and extremal functions
in the rest of the range of the Gagliardo–Nirenberg family (3). The solution to this
problem may go through a better understanding of the duality principle which was
displayed in the present paper.

Another natural problem is that of the identification of all cases of equality in
Sobolev or Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities. In the case of a Euclidean norm, it is
known that the functions hp are the only minimizers, up to translation, dilation and

multiplication by a constant. But even in this case, the known proofs of this result are
far from being straightforward; they first use the Brothers–Ziemer theorem [7] to reduce
to the one-dimensional case, after which a somewhat tedious analysis is performed.

From our proof, it is possible to determine all cases of equality, even when dealing
with arbitrary norms. We restrict the discussion to the sharp Sobolev inequalities. A
similar proof would solve the problem for the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities, at
least in the case a41:

Theorem 5. A function fA ’W1;pðRnÞ is optimal in the Sobolev inequality (18) if and only

if there exist CAR; la0 and x0ARn such that

f ðxÞ ¼ Chpðlðx 
 x0ÞÞ: ð43Þ

It is enough to prove Theorem 5 for nonnegative functions f : Indeed, for an
arbitrary optimal function f ; j f j will also be optimal and then the conclusion of the
theorem will force f to have constant sign on Rn:

Let f and g be two nonnegative measurable functions; we say that f is a dilation–

translation image of g if there exists C40; la0 and x0ARn such that f ðxÞ ¼
Cgðlðx 
 x0ÞÞ: If

R
f k ¼

R
gk for some k40; then necessarily f ðxÞ ¼ jljn=k

gðlðx 

x0ÞÞ: This is equivalent to saying that the Brenier map rj pushing f kðxÞ dx forward

to gkðyÞ dy is a dilation–translation map, in the sense that rj ¼ lðId
 x0Þ: Note
that f is a dilation–translation image of g if and only if g is a dilation–translation
image of f :

Of course, the Sobolev inequality is invariant under dilation–translation maps.

Thus, it suffices to prove Theorem 5 when f p% is a probability density. In view of
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Theorem 2, we just have to set g ¼ hp; and prove that all f ’s which achieve equality

in (16) are dilation–translation images of hp: Then, Theorem 5 is an immediate

consequence of

Proposition 6. Let pAð1; nÞ; and let f and g be two nonnegative functions satisfying the

assumptions of Theorem 2. If equality holds in (16), then f is a dilation–translation

image of g:

The proof of Proposition 6 will not rely on any sharp rearrangement inequality,
but on rather standard tools from distribution theory, combined with careful
approximation procedures. Let us start with an informal discussion. Our derivation
of the optimal Sobolev inequality only relied on

(i) Theorem 1, together with the Monge–Ampère equation (22) and the definition
of mass transport;

(ii) the arithmetic–geometric inequality (23), ðdet D2jÞ1=npDj=n; integrated with

respect to f p%ð1
1=nÞðxÞ dx;
(iii) the integration by parts formula (24);
(iv) Hölder’s inequality (11), in the form of Eq. (26).

If j was smooth and f positive everywhere, equality in the arithmetic–geometric

inequality (ii) would imply that D2j is a pointwise multiple of the identity, from
which it could be shown that it is in fact a constant multiple of the identity, so that
rj is a dilation–translation map. However, we do not know a priori that j is
smooth, neither that f is positive almost everywhere. Moreover, it is definitely not
clear that the integration by parts formula (24) applies to the minimizer: we proved it
only in the case when f and g are compactly supported! This restriction on f and g

had no consequence on the generality of the final inequality, since a density
argument could be applied; but it prevents us to go anywhere as far as equality cases
are concerned. Therefore, our proof will be performed in two steps: (1) generalize the
proof of (16) in order to directly obtain the inequality for all admissible f ’s and g’s,
not necessarily smooth and compactly supported; (2) trace back cases of equality in the
proof of this inequality, without assuming extra smoothness on f ; g or j:

To carry out step 1, it is sufficient to generalize the proof of the integration by
parts (24) to more general functions f and g: This is the content of the following:

Lemma 7. Let fA ’W1;pðRnÞ and gALp%ðRnÞ be two nonnegative functions such that

jj f jj
Lp% ¼ jjgjj

Lp% ¼ 1 and
R

gp%ðyÞjjyjjq dyoþN: Let rj denote the Brenier map

pushing f p%ðxÞ dx forward to gp%ðyÞ dy: Then, f p%=qrjALqðRnÞ andZ
f p%ð1
1=nÞDjp


Z
r½ f p%ð1
1=nÞ � rj ¼ 
pðn 
 1Þ

ðn 
 pÞ

Z
f p%=qrf � rj; ð44Þ

where Dj ¼ tr D2jX0 denotes the absolutely continuous part of the distributional

Laplacian.
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To achieve step 2, and eventually prove Proposition 6, we shall have to overcome a
few more technical difficulties. Our first task will be to establish that f is positive; the
proof of this fact was given to us by Almut Burchard, who is warmly thanked. As we
shall see, the argument eventually relies on the fact that there should be equality in
Hölder’s inequality (iv) above. From this strict positivity we shall deduce that the

distributional Hessian D2
D0j is absolutely continuous, and therefore coincides with

D2j; defined almost everywhere. Once we have introduced the distributional Hessian
in our problem, we will use a standard regularization argument to conclude the
proof.

A subtle point in the argument is the following: for our proof to work out, it is not
sufficient to prove that f is positive almost everywhere. Indeed, if f would vanish at

some place, then we could not exclude the possibility that D2j has some singular
part, living precisely on the set where f vanishes. On the other hand, f is not a priori
continuous, so discussing the positivity of f everywhere does not seem to make much
sense. To avoid this contradiction, we shall show that f is positive everywhere in the
sense that it is, locally, bounded from below almost everywhere by a positive
constant.

After these explanations, we can go on with the proofs of Lemma 7 and of
Proposition 6.

Proof of Lemma 7. By definition of mass transport (7), we know that
R

f p% jjrjjjq ¼R
gp% jjyjjq dy and so f p%=qrjALqðRnÞ: The proof of (44) will be done by

approximation and regularization; there is no fundamental difficulty, but one has
to be careful enough.

Let O be the interior of the convex set where joþN: Note that O contains the
support of f ; and that @O is of zero measure. Without loss of generality we assume
that 0AO: Whenever e40 is a (small) positive number, we define

feðxÞ ¼ min f
x

1
 e

� �
; f ðxÞ wðexÞ

h i
; ð45Þ

where w is a CN cut-off function with 0pwp1; wðxÞ � 1 for jxjp1=2; wðxÞ � 0 for
jxjX1: Note that the support of fe is compact and contained within O (here we use
the fact that O is starshaped with respect to 0).

Both functions in the right-hand side of (45) are bounded in ’W1;pðRnÞ; uniformly
in e: This is clear for the first one; for the second one this is a consequence ofZ

Rn

f pðxÞjr½wðexÞjp dx ¼ ep

Z
Rn

f pjrwðexÞjp dx

p
Z
Rn

f p%
� �1
p

n
Z
Rn

enjrwðexÞjn dx

� �p
n

¼
Z
Rn

f p%
� �1
p

n
Z
Rn

jrwðxÞjn dx

� �p
n

;
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where we used Hölder’s inequality and the change of variables x-ex: Thus (by the

formula minð f ; gÞ ¼ ð f þ gÞ=2
 j f 
 gj=2), fe lies in ’W1;p; and in fact rfe is
bounded in Lp as e-0:

We now fix e40; and let Oe be a bounded open set whose closure is contained
within O; and which contains the support of fe: It is standard that fe can be

approximated in ’W1;pðRnÞ by a sequence f d
e -fe of smooth nonnegative functions

compactly supported inside Oe; for this one just has to regularize fe by convolution
with a kernel whose support is contained within a ball of radius d; d small enough
and going to 0. Then we can use the fact that Dj (in the sense of Aleksandrov) is
bounded above by the distributional Laplacian of j in O (see [18, pp. 236–242] or
[12]), and writeZ

ðf d
e Þ

p%ð1
1=nÞDjp

Z

r ðf d
e Þ

p%ð1
1=nÞ
h i

� rj ¼ 
cn;p

Z
ðf d

e Þ
p%=qrf d

e � rj ð46Þ

where cn;p :¼ pðn 
 1Þ=ðn 
 pÞ40: We know that f d
e converges to fe in Lp% (by

convergence in ’W1;pðRnÞ) and since rj remains essentially bounded within Oe; we

conclude that ðf d
e Þ

p%=qrj converges to ðfeÞp%=qrj in Lq: On the other hand we

know that rf d
e converges to rfe in Lp: We then deduce from (46) by Fatou’s

lemma that Z
ðfeÞp%ð1
1=nÞ Djp
 cn;p

Z
ðfeÞp%=q rfe � rj: ð47Þ

It now remains to pass to the limit in (47) as e-0: For this we argue as follows.
First of all we note that, up to possible extraction of a subsequence e ¼ ðekÞkAN; fe
converges almost everywhere to f as e-0: To prove this, it is sufficient to
show that geðxÞ :¼ f ðx=ð1
 eÞÞ converges almost everywhere to f ðxÞ as e-0:

Clearly, ge is bounded in ’W1;pðRnÞ as e-0; and it also converges to f in the
sense of distributions, since for all compactly supported test-functions j one
can write Z

gej ¼ ð1
 eÞn

Z
f ðxÞjðð1
 eÞxÞ dx-

Z
fj:

So ge converges weakly to f in ’W1;p; and therefore locally strongly in Lr for any

rAð1; p%Þ: It follows that (up to extraction of a subsequence) ge-f almost
everywhere. As a consequence, fe converges to f almost everywhere. Since

fe p fALp% ; by dominated convergence theorem fe-f in Lp%: Similarly (or as a
consequence of the Lp convergence of fe to f ) rfe converges to rf in distributional
sense on Rn; and is also bounded in Lp; so rfe converges weakly in Lp to rf : On the

other hand, again because fe p f ; we know that ð feÞp%=qjjrjjjALq: So, by domi-

nated convergence, ð feÞp%=qrj converges (strongly) in Lq to f p%=qrj: Thus
we can pass to the limit as e-0 in the right-hand side of (47), and by Fatou’s
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lemma we obtain

Z
f p%ð1
1=nÞDjp
 cn;p lim

e-0

Z
ðfeÞp%=q rfe � rj ¼ 
cn;p

Z
f p%=q rf � rj:

This concludes the proof of (44). &

Proof of Proposition 6. With the notations of Theorem 2, let us fix nonnegative
functions f and g for which there is equality in (16). We will trace back the equality

cases in the proof of (16). Recall that rj denotes the Brenier map pushing f p%ðxÞdx

forward to gp%ðyÞ dy: Our goal is to prove that rj is a dilation–translation map. As

before, we denote by O the interior of the convex set where joþN; we recall that %O
contains suppð f Þ; and that @O is of zero measure.

The proof will be done in three steps:

Step 1: The function f is positive on O;
Step 2: D2

D0j has no singular part on O;
Step 3: rj is a dilation–translation map.

Let us first show that f is positive everywhere, or more rigorously that for every

compact subset K of O; there exists a positive constant aK such that

8xAK ; f ðxÞX aK 4 0: ð48Þ

Here, of course ‘‘8x’’ should be understood as ‘‘for almost all x’’. A proof was
suggested to us by Almut Burchard; we reproduce her argument almost verbatim
below.

For equality to hold in Hölder’s inequality (11) it is necessary that, for some
positive constant k40;

jjX jjp� ¼ kjjY jjq almost everywhere ð49Þ

(a short proof is recalled at the end of the paper).
Therefore, equality in (26) implies

jjrf ðxÞjjp� ¼ kf p%ðxÞjjrjðxÞjjq ð50Þ

for almost every xAO:
Let us introduce fmðxÞ ¼ maxð f ðxÞ; 1=mÞ: We know that rfmALp and that in fact

rfm ¼ rf 1f41=m: It follows that

jjrfmðxÞjjp� p jjrf ðxÞjjp� ¼ kf p%ðxÞjjrjðxÞjjq p kf p%

m ðxÞjjrjðxÞjjq:
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As a consequence,

jjrð f 
p=ðn
pÞ
m Þjj� p k1=p p

n 
 p

� �
jjrjjj1=ðp
1Þ: ð51Þ

Since jjrjjj is locally bounded on O; it follows from (51) that the functions f

p=ðn
pÞ

m

are uniformly (in m) locally Lipschitz on O: Taking m to infinity shows that f 
p=ðn
pÞ

is locally Lipschitz, and therefore locally bounded, on O: From this we deduce that f

is positive, locally bounded away from 0 on O; in the sense of (48). This implies in

particular that the support of f is %O:
We now prove that D2

D0j has no singular part. Since this is a nonnegative matrix-

valued measure, it is enough to prove that its trace DD0j is itself absolutely
continuous in O: Let Dsj be the singular part of DD0j; recall that Dsj is a
nonnegative measure and that DD0j ¼ Djþ Dsj: Since there should be equality in
(44), we deduce from the proof of Lemma 7 that

lim
e-0

lim inf
d-0

/ð f d
e Þ

pðn
1Þ
n
p ;DsjSD0 ¼ 0: ð52Þ

Without loss of generality, we assume that 0AO: Let K be an arbitrary convex
compact subset of O containing 0 in its interior. For dK :¼ dðK ;OcÞ; let K 0 ¼
fxAO; dðx;KÞpdK=2g: From its definition K 0 is a convex compact subset of O
whose interior is a neighborhood of K : By (48) we know that there exists a ¼ aK 040
such that fXa 1K 0 ; where 1K 0 stands for the indicator function of K 0: If e is small

enough, we can make sure that K=ð1
 eÞ2CK 0; then, with the notation of Lemma 7
we have feðxÞXa 1K=ð1
eÞðxÞ: If d is small enough, this implies

f d
e X a 1K :

As a consequence, when both e and d are small enough we see that

/ð f d
e Þ

p%ð1
1=nÞ;DsjSD0 X ap%ð1
1=nÞDsj½K : ð53Þ

Combining this with (52) and the positivity of a; we find that Dsj½K  ¼ 0: Since K is

arbitrary, we conclude that Dsj vanishes. As announced above, this means that D2
D0j

is absolutely continuous.
We can now conclude the proof of Proposition 6. Since we have equality in the

arithmetic–geometric inequality (23) for f p%ð1
1=nÞðxÞ dx almost every xAO; and

therefore for almost every xAO; we conclude that D2j; which can be identified

with D2
D0j; is proportional to the identity matrix at almost every xAO: Let k be a

smooth regularizing kernel with support included in a small ball of radius e: Since
D2ðj � kÞ ¼ D2j � k; we deduce that the smooth function j � k is such that its
Hessian is also pointwise proportional to the identity matrix on Oe :¼
fxAO; dðx; @OÞ4eg: From this one easily shows that D2ðj � kÞ is a constant

multiple of the identity. By making k tend to a Dirac mass, we see that D2
D0j is also a
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constant multiple of the identity on the whole of O; and therefore rj is a dilation–
translation map on O: This concludes the proof of Proposition 6. &

Remark. (1) No strict convexity of the norm is required for (49), as shown by the
following short argument. Let l40 satisfy

Z
jjX jjp�

� �1=p Z
jjY jjq

� �1=q

¼ l
p

p

Z
jjX jjp�

� �
þ lq

q

Z
jjY jjq

� �
:

Then, equality in Hölder’s inequality (11) implies a pointwise (almost everywhere)
equality in Young’s inequality (10). When there is equality in Young’s inequality, the

function aðtÞ :¼ ðX � YÞt 
 ðl
pjjX jjp�=pÞtp achieves its maximum at t ¼ 1; and

therefore l
pjjX jjp� ¼ lqjjY jjq: This implies (49) with k ¼ lpþq:
(2) In the case g ¼ hp40; once the strict positivity of f has been proven, it is

possible to appeal to Caffarelli’s interior regularity results [10] for solutions of the

Monge–Ampère equation, in order to conclude directly that jAW
2;a
loc ða41Þ: This

argument also implies that D2
D0j has no singular part; it has however the drawback

to rely on very sophisticated results.
(3) If we look for extremal g’s in (17), we can set f ¼ hp in (16) and check for

equality cases there. From Proposition 6 we know that g has to be a dilation–
translation image of hp; and that rj is a dilation–translation map. But, as in the

proof of Proposition 6, equality in Hölder’s inequality with f ¼ hp implies

jjrjðxÞjj ¼ ljjxjj almost everywhere, for some l40 (see (50)). Therefore rjðxÞ ¼
7lx; and the only cases of equality are dilations of hp: Of course, in (29) with f ¼ hp;

the only equality cases will again be the dilation–translation images of hp; as in

Theorem 5.
(4) Replacing Hölder’s inequality by Young’s inequality—in fact, we eventually

used the cases of equality in Young’s inequality!—in the proof of Proposition 6, we
can conclude that for equality to hold in (30), it is necessary that f be a translation–
dilation image of g:

(5) It was pointed out to us by Maggi [24] that the technicalities encountered above
can be greatly simplified if one restricts to radially symmetric functions. Indeed, in
this case we have to deal with a one-dimensional transportation problem, which is
completely elementary. The interest of this remark lies in the fact that it is often
possible, for many variational problems, to show a priori that optimal functions
have to be radially symmetric around some point, by sharp rearrangement
inequalities (in this case, the Brothers–Ziemer theorem). Once this reduction has
been performed, the classical procedure for the identification of extremals is still
somewhat subtle, and even in this context the mass transportation argument leads to
substantial simplifications. On the other hand, these sharp rearrangement inequal-
ities are in general nontrivial. A proof of the Brothers–Ziemer theorem for general
norms has been recently announced by Ferone and Volpicelli (after a similar result
for strictly convex norms, by Esposito and Trombetti); by combining this with
Maggi’s remark, one can devise an alternative proof of Theorem 5.
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